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AI led Strategy for Boards: The “new” strategy
counselor
It's time for boards to craft an AI led strategy. Three strategic
aspects can help them and senior leaders to augment decision
making process in the board meetings.
1. Can AI make the boards understand the industry
dynamics?
2. Can AI trigger enough board-management debate before a
specific strategy is discussed?
3. Can AI bring in all strategic options and approaches to the
table for board and management? [Read more]

AI led strategy for Business Transformation:
A guided approach for CXOs
Business transformation programs have long focused on
productivity enhancements —taking a “better, faster,
cheaper” approach to how the enterprise works. And for
good reason: disciplined efforts can boost productivity as
well as accountability, transparency, execution, and the
pace of decision making. When it comes to delivering fast
results to the bottom line, it’s a proven recipe that works.
[Read more]

Introducing AIQRATE’s bespoke
consulting offerings for CHRO/CPO/HR
Leaders

AI Roundtable by Forbes & Microsoft: Expect
industrialization of AI to solve large problems

AI = The future of “H” in HR. In today’s competitive
businesses, the role of AI in planning, operations &
strategy has transformed from being a competitive
differentiation to a competitive necessity. The age of
“trust me, this will work” is over. [Read more]

A group of CXOs from several enterprises in Bengaluru
came together recently at a round table organised by
Forbes India in partnership with Microsoft. They discussed
the state of AI and its impact on innovation in their
businesses. [Read more]

Sameer Dhanrajani in top 10
of 100 YourStory’s Emerging
Voices 2019
YourStory’s 100 Emerging Voices of
2019 is a list of emerging thought
leaders, whose opinions mattered to
our readers in 2018 and whose
voices, we believe, will gain
prominence in 2020 and beyond.
[Read more]

“AI is the new frontier and some
companies won’t make it” - AIism

“AI@scale unleashes much larger
changes in strategy than traditional
business planning exercises” - AIism
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